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Part B  

Assumptions about the hardware: 

The screen size for the new design of Google Map mobile app will based on iPhone 5 screen size, 

which is 4 in (100 mm) diagonal (16:9 aspect ratio), multi-touch display. The resolution will be 

640 by 1136 pixels, and it’s a color screen. 

Assumptions about the users: 

Users’ level of experience should be ranging from novice to proficient. They are familiar with 

computer and smartphones. Age range can be widely from teenagers to the elderly people 

around 75, as long as they feel comfortable using smartphones. They need to use some tool to 

navigate the street for the place they are in. 

 

Part C  

Tasks to have users do with the device: 

1. Find the current location, get the street names and store names, and see traffic 

information of the current view on the map. 

2. Navigate to a place, then search for a new place. 

3. Get the information about the new place itself. 

4. Get the direction to the new place, see time related information, and choose from 

different routes. 

5. Start a new search to walk from a new place A to another new place B. 

6. Mark a place on the map and refer back to it later on. 

Specific sequence of actions that the user should take with the paper 

prototype to achieve those tasks: 
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1. Click the magnifier, expand the info pane, and scroll to browse the information; click on 

the preview pane, and see the traffic information by clicking on “see street” button. 

2. Click on “to here”. Or click back to the magnifier, move it a little bit to have the search 

bar shown, then type in the new address. 

3. Click on the map where the pin drops as the destination, and expand the info pane 

4. Click on “to here”, scroll down to see the time related information(or search from the 

first search bar, and click on the arrow button); click on “count traffic” to see change of 

minutes based on traffic information; click the preview map to go to the main map view 

and select different routes from the main map section 

5. Click again the magnifier, type in address in the top search box, enable the destination 

search box by clicking the greyed-out button in the second search box, type in 

destination address, and then hit the search icon that has been activated to green color. 

6. Click on the preview pane, press and hold to show the info pane, and click on “save” 

button. 

Actual instructions that will be given to users to do those tasks: 

Task 1: 

You have just loaded this application on your phone to help you navigate the street, 

and you want to play around with it to see your current location, as well as getting 

familiar with things around you. What would you do to take a first glance and get 

names of stores around you? Please also find the road information on the map. 

Task 2: 

Suppose you are in a new neighborhood which you are not familiar with, and you 

want to find out a nearest Giant Eagle. What would you do with this device at hand 

to find out its location?  

Task 3: 

After finding the location, you might want to browse the information about this 

place a little bit. For instance, the business hours and other’s reviews about the 

place. What would you do to get the info? 

Task 4: 

For the place you want to go, what you would do to get the direction? Also you 

might hope to choose a transportation method that fits most for you to go there. 

This device should end up with a direction clearly marked on the map and ready to 
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present one route with information about how much time it will take you there that 

you feel satisfied for you to refer to. 

Task 5: 

Now you want to start from where you have already arrived, and then go to another 

place that you might want to take a walk to. What would you do to make a direction 

from one specific place to another place? This device should bring you a map 

marked with walking options that you feel satisfied with and choose from. 

Task 6: 

If you want to mark a place by dropping a star on the map, what would you do? You 

can see the result is like this part of the map as what I leave there, a star. 

 


